WEEP FOR JAMIE

A       Dm       G       C
THE OTHER SIDE OF JAMIE'S DOOR
F       A#         E         A
IS ACHING LONELINESS, ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR
A       Dm       G       C
SHE DANCES WITH THE ANCIENT FEARS
F       A#         E         A
WITH PORCELAIN SMILES AND WETLESS TEARS.
Dm7            Gm                     As      A
WEEP FOR JAMIE, FOR THE BONES THAT TEAR AT HER FLESH INSIDE
Dm7        Gm                          As     A
WEEP FOR JAMIE, SHE LIVES IN THE LAND WHERE HER FATHER DIED.
A            Dm       G       C
DON'T TRY TO ANSWER HER HELPLESS CALL
F               A#               E         A
SHE CAN'T HEAR YOUR WORDS, SHE FEELS NOTHING AT ALL
A            Dm       G       C
WITH NO TOMORROW PROMISED BY TODAY
F       A#         E         A
SHE IS THE CHILD OF EMPTINESS YESTERDAY.
Dm7            Gm                     As      A
WEEP FOR JAMIE, FOR THE BONES THAT TEAR AT HER FLESH INSIDE
Dm7        Gm                          As     A
WEEP FOR JAMIE, SHE LIVES IN THE LAND WHERE HER FATHER DIED.
A        Dm            G       C
I'LL SING YOU ONE OF A SONG WITHOUT END
F        A#         E              A
I'LL SING YOU TWO OF A TREE THAT CANNOT BEND.
A            Dm       G       C
I'LL SING YOU THREE OF A WOMB NEVER FILLED
F       A#         E         A
AND THE FOURTH DEEPEST WOUND AND THE LOVE THAT IT KILLED.
Dm7            Gm                     As      A
WEEP FOR JAMIE, FOR THE BONES THAT TEAR AT HER FLESH INSIDE
Dm7        Gm                          As     A
WEEP FOR JAMIE, SHE LIVES IN THE LAND WHERE HER FATHER DIED.